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The New Year initiates reso·
lutions, fresh starts, new beginnings and for the city of Murray,
2010 is a year for elections.
The mayor's race bas taken
flight and will not cease until
Tuesday, Nov. 2 when citizens
registered to vote in Murray can
cast their ballots and decide the
winner.
Three candidates have officially registered to run for
mayor in this election, Calloway
County Clerk Ray Coursey Jr.
said.
The candidates include Murray City Councilman Bill Wells,
Councilman F.T. ''Butch" Seargent and Councilman Greg
Anderson for the citywide nonpartisan post.
A nonpartisan primary will be
held on Tuesday, May 18, to
eliminate one candidate.
The two chosen in the primary election will become the final
candidates in the general clec-

tion in November, Coursey said.
Coursey said he did not
endorse any candidate over the
others, but he did say he was
excited about the possible outcome of the
election
and
the potential
each candidate
has to improve
the city.
"We have a
very good crop
of candidates
--~....a.-- this election,"
Coursey said.
"There is a lot
of effort and
Mayoral
attention going
candidate
into this race
because this is
a time for important decisions
pertaining to our city."
Timothy Cramer. freshman
from Murray, agrees that it is an
important time for the city
because of recent growth in the
community, educational funding and the liquor issue.
People generally do not

emphasize local elections for
mayor and other city officials
because they feel like they are
not of major importance in the
grand scheme of things, but that
is not always
true. Cramer
said.
"I realize the
mayor doesn't
have complete
control over
everything that
happens in the
city, but he
F.T. "Butch" helps make the
Seargent rules," Cramer
said. "I think
.
Mayor al
did t
wtth so many
can ae
decisions
about our city
to be made over the next couple
of years. voters should not take
this election lightly."
Other elected positions on
the ballot will include Judy
Ratliff for coroner, John
"Melvin" Bowers for a Murray
City Council seat and Robert
Mathis for constable in Cal-

I

I

I

loway District 4, Coursey said.
One candidate running for
mayor, City Councilman Greg
Anderson, is a Murray State
graduate and the youngest
elected official
in the state of
Kentucky. If
elected mayor,
he will be the
youngest
in
state history.
In fact. the 24year-old barely meets the
age requirement of 25
Wells
Mayoral
years because
candidate
his birthday is
six
weeks
before Election Day.
Anderson said his years at
Murray State helped prepare
him for his career as an elected
official and he actually took
office as a councilman when be
was still in college.
"The faculty and staff at the
University really gave me the
foundation I needed to succeed

.

,
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Alum runs for Murray mayor, ·spring campaigns commence
Stephanie Steele

Friday

implemented the Banner system in
the position of having to pay you
back, because that's even worse,"
spring 2009.
Another possible contributing
Denton said.
factor was that many student workAll 68 of those employees will be
ers were not on campus over the
fully reimbursed in today's biweekly
holiday to deal with this issue, Denpaycheck, he said.
The problem arose, Denton said,
ton said.
due to negligence on the part of
"It's a case that we absolutely
have to get this flXed and get it done
some supervisors who are required
correctly, and I have charged them
to approve timecard reporting after
their employees subto get this ftxed,"
mit hours each pay
University President Randy Dunn
period.
When payroll staff "I have spoken to that area said. "I have spobecame aware the in no uncertain terms about ken to that area in
error, they contacted
no
uncertain
the fact that this cannot . terms
those supervisors.
about the
happen again."
Denton said, but
fact that this cannot
happen
some continued to
neglect their duties.
again."
-Randy Dunn
Employees with set
Denton said a
salaries, or those on
new
follow-up
University President
method will help
the daily-reported
Kronos system do not
to ensure. this
require a supervisor's approval in
error is not repeated.
order to be p rocessed, do not face
"As of this Friday, our payroll
department is implementing a new
this issue.
and more stringent process of folDenton said while unforseen circumstances always leave a few
lowing up with the supervisors
employees without timely paymore closely so we have 100 percent
compliance," Denton said ...We're in
checks, whether it be forgetting to
good shape now."
fill out a timecard or a technical
error, this is the highest nu mber of
Contact Walters at mia.walters@
paycheck errors since Murray State
murraystate.cdu.

An advertisement published Monday in The Chronicle of
Higher Education called for applications and nominations
for th,l position of Murray State's provost and vice president for academic affairs.
With current Provost Gary Brockway's
retirement announcement in October, the
!learch for a successor began.
A 13-member search committee, including nine faculty members, four staff and
student representatives, met Nov. 23 to
start the national search.
The decision was then made to hire Hazard, Young, Attea and Associates. a consulting firm from Glenview, IlL, who
Gary
according to their Web site, has completBrockway ed more than 700 searches for administraUniversity
tive leaders since 1987.
Provost
"The search firm i!i not here to drive the
process; the search firm is solely a support
and consultation role,'' University President Randy Dunn
said. "They're just another set of arms and legs to do some
. of the groundwork that's associated with doing a search at
this level, but the search committee is driving this."
1
After an initial meeting with the search committee, the
consultation finn will present a Provost Leadership Profile
to the committee Wednesday. This will be made public· on
the
provost
search
Web
site,
murraystate.edu/provost/search/index.htm.
"That will be an effort to distill the most important characteristics," Ted Brown, dean of the College of Humanities
and Fine Arts and the chair of the provost search committe~. said. "There has been a pretty sim_ilar trend in ~e. committee- we want somt!body who contmues our traditton of
1 excellence, but also has an appreciation for the personal
student-centered quality of Murray State."
Following the presentation of the Provost Leadership
Proftle, all applications are due Feb. 8, initiating a review
period until Feb. 18. The committee will then select 6-8
semifmalists for off-campus interviews. That pool will be
narrowed to 2-3 tinalists, who will visit campus for various
appointments and interviews, Brown said.
Murray State community can participate in this process
by attending open forums to be held during March, Dunn
said.
''It's important to have the engagement of the campus as
candidates come to visit," Dunn said. "It's an extremely
important hire for us, opportunities to select a provost
obviously don't often come along, and the selection of the
individual for this job is crucial to the academic quality of
this institution."
The advertisement described the "successful candidate"
as someone who has a doctorate or appropriate terminal
, degree from an accredited institution.
Said Dunn: "I am looking for someone who I will have a
good working relationship with, someone who's creative,
open-minded, willing to look at best practices for working
and academic affairs." •
Contact Walters at mia. walrcrs@murraystate.edu.

in this field," Anderson said. "I
was given so much support and
educational opportunities from
my professors and mentors that
helped me transcend into my
career as an elected official...
Seargent and Wells were not
available to comment.
The current mayor, Danny
Hudspeth, took office Sept 24,
2009 when Mayor Tom Rushing
died Sept. 8. Hudspeth has not
entered the upcoming mayoral
race.
The deadline to ftle candidacy ic; 4 p.m. on Jan. 26.
Any person registered to vote
in Murray can participate in the
primary and general election. If
voters are unsure where to cast
their ballots, they can call the
county clerk's office at (270)
753-3923.
An 800-number will also
open a month before the election begins and will tell voters
the address of their voting loca·
tion.
Contact Steele at stcpha.aie.
steclc@murraystate.edu.
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-Governor spares Murray State more budget cuts
Crystal Akers
Assistant News Editor
Murray State can rest easy. at least for the spring semester, as
Gov. Steve Bcshear's plan to remedy a $108 million budget
deficit spared higher education funding.
In his sixth round of budget cuts since taking office, the governor shielded higher education and other areas he deemed
"important long-term investments" from funding cut~. Federal
stimulus funds, small state account money transfers and a 3 percent cut in spending are being combined to close the budget gap.
B~shcar announced at a news conference Jan. 4.
The plan will only last until the end of the fiScal year, however, which ends June 30. Rcshcar is scheduled to present the 2010·
2012 budget to lawmakers Jan.l9.
·
University President Randy Dunn said he will attend
Beshear's budget announcement in Frankfort and have a chance
to speak with him afterward.
"At this point we're cautiously optimistic that the governor is
going to do whatever he can to buffer higher education," Dunn
said. "Now, what that may mean for 20l0-2012 is that the bclit we
can hope for is a flat line budget where our state appropriated
budget stays steady at about $51 million a year."
Beshear, in planning the biennial budget, must battle revenue
shortage and selectively distribute stimulus funds that will eventually deplete. The governor's proposed budget will pas~ to the
House of Representatives for amending and approval and then
to the Senate.
Dunn said Murray State's distant location from the state Capi·
tol makes the University's presence important throughout this
legislative process. He said Murray States's representation will
be achieved with the help of Rob Jackson, associate vice prcsi-

dent for international affairs, and lobbyists who will strive for
retention of current funding and, ideally, the acquisition of more.
In order to prevent more cuts to ,e ducation or other programs,
a solution to the revenue shortage must be enacted before stimulus funds run out.
Rep. ,Melvin Henley, D-Ky. said it is too soon to determine
what the House of Representatives will advise.
"The House speaker has made hints at a bruad tax overhaul,
but we will have to walt and see what is proposed," Henley said.
The issue with tax increases becomes difficult when determining which increases will generate the most revenue without
burdening tht• already struggling low-income population.
"Sales taxes are considered 'regressive,' that is, they place a
larger burden on the poorer portion of the population because
they spend virtually all their income on simply living," Henley
said. "Excluding groceries and prescription drugs gives them a
break."
Although Kentucky has fared better during the recession than
many other states. especially in education, state universities
have not gone unscathed. For the third year in a row, Murray
State employees have gonl' without pay raises.
Jenilee Williams, as both an organizational communication
graduate student and the department's secretary, has experienced the benefits and disadvantages of being on thl! state's payroll. While getting to take advantage of the employee tuition
waiver, she has yet to receive a raise during her three years of
employment with the University.
"The ruition waiver, for me, kind of balances out the low
wages. but a lot of the staff have already gotten their degrees and
are stuck with the same low p;1y," Williams said. "When the state
doesn't have money, you don't have money."
Murray State has not had lo take as drastic uctions as other
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states, however. Several universities have implemented hiring
freezes, layoffs and significant tuition increases. Nearby universities in Illinois have struggled to pay employees while waiting
for promise~ funds from the state.
Dunn cre(lits the more fortunate circumstances of Kentucky
universities to Beshear's support of higher education.
"All of these things that are just really ruinous (to other universities), we're able to avoid, and the reason for that is the leadership of Gov. Bcshear and his ability to make some very tough
decisions that have protected higher education," Dunn said.
Currently, postsecondary education accounts for the highest
distribution of all funding in Kentuck~· at 21.7 percent. Because
education receives this amount of funding, it may be difficult to
avoid more cuts in the future as stimulus funds dwindle.
According to kentuckyatwork.ky.gov, an estimated
$532,797,583 of the nearly $3 billion in stimulus funds distributed
to Kentucky has been allocated for usc in education. These funds
are to be used for the 2009-2011 fiscal years, and must be oblig·
ated by Sept. 30, 2010.
Dunn said Murray State is just getting started on its 2010-20ll
budget, providing leeway for potential offs~ts when the state
budget bill is passed.
"The difficulty is, of course. you can't start building a multimillion dollar budget in just weeks," Dunn said. "You have to
work for months to do it well. My preference, typically, is to use
a budget framework and build multiple options within it. That
way, as we get more information each month we can narrow
those options."
Kentucky legislators will work on Deshear's Jo.n. 19 proposed
budget for the duration of their 60-day session, which began Jan.
5. Then, it will be clearer what the future holds for Murray State.
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or those feeling so inclined,
multitudes of ways ,t o get involved
in the local community are available, from Needline and numerous warming shelters to Angel's
Attic and Angel's Clinic.
Monday will offer even more
opportunities for students to get
involved. Murray State's Center
for Service Learning and Civic
Engagement is sponsoring the
Martin Luther King Jr. Day of Service, which will gather student
volunteers at noon at the Curris
Center third floor and promises
to help more than five local organizations. Even more Service Day
projects can be found at serve.gov.
Each year, many University students take part in local community service projects like these, but
most are completely voluntary,
leaving the door open for lastminute cancelations or a lack of
serious awareness about the tasks.
A solution to this problem is to
require community service from
all SGA-registered student organizations. For example, whether or
not you care about the University's Greek organ'izations, they
deserve credit for the vast amount
of community service they perform for the Murray-Calloway
County area.
With that model of compassion
in J11ind, why not recommend
other Murray State student organizations have similar requirements for their members?
Understanding we are part of a
bigger world is a goal of the University (No. 6 of the 10 "Characteristic of a Murray State Graduate,'' to be exact). Sometimes,
however, we need a little nudge in
that direction. We have unflinching comfort zones and although
we know we have the potential to
assist others, thoughts of violating
personal boundaries sometimes
inhibit our desire to help.
Required community service,
however, could provide that little
nudge we need.
The post-earthquake devastation in Haiti right now drives this
point home even more. For every
bit of good news out there, there is
a story of suffering. For every
good deed, there is an abuse. For
every success story, there is someone else wallowing in failure. If
· we don't help others, who will?
Not only are we lucky to be students in the most resource-rich
country in the world, we are also
immensely lucky to be pursuing a
higher education. Our blessings
are unending, and yet we grow so
accustomed to them, we tend to
forget they exist.
Come Monday's holiday, we
could sleep in, watch 12 hours of
television and consume absurd
amounts of junk food in the warm
comfort of our homes, or we
could bundle up and remind our
community why we're here. Yes,
we're at Murray State to get an
education, but we're also here to
learn how to improve ourselves
for the good of our world. Getting
involved demonstrates the understanding of our responsibilities.
Until Murray State's policies
address community service, your
civic involvement is in your own
hands. What will you do with it?
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Campus voice

Columbus Day under inaccurate scrutiny, criticism
M ore
than a century ago,
Ame r ica
celebrated
the 400th
annive r sary
of
Chris toP h e r
ThomasA. Columbus'
voyage of
Bowden
discovery
Analyst at the Ayn by hosting
Rand Center for
an enor-

Individual Rights in m o u s
Washington, D.C. Wo rl d's

Fair on the
shores of Lake Michigan.
This "World's Columbian
Exposition" featured statues of
the great explorer, replicas of his
three ships and commemorative
stamps and coins.
Because Columbus Day was a
patriotic holiday · it marked the
opening chapter in American history· the newly written Pledge of
Allegiance was first recited in
schools on Oct. 12, 1892.
Now. an embarrassed, guilty
silence descends on the nation
each Columbus Day. We've been
taught Columbus opened the way
for rapacious European settlers to
unleash a stream of horrors on a
virgin continent: slavery, racism,

warfare, epidemic and the cruel
oppression of American Indians.
This modem view of Columbus
represents an unjust attack upon
both our country and the civilization that made it possible.
Western civilization did not
originate slavery, racism, warfare
or disease, but with America as its
exemplar, that civilization created the antidotes. How? By means
of a set of core ideas setting
Western civilization apart from
others: reason and individualism.
T hroughout history, prior to
the birth of Western civilization
in ancient Greece, the world
seemed impervious to human
understanding. People believed
animistic spirits or capricious
deities had supernatural powers
to cure diseases, grow crops and
guide the hunter's arrow toward
his prey.
To get the attention of these
inscrutable spirits, people resorted to prayer, ritual, taboo and
human saqifice, relying always
on the mystic insights of shamans
aJtd priests.
This pervasive mysticism had
practical consequences: festering
disease, perpetual poverty, and a
desperate quest for survival that
made offensive warfare against
human beings seem as natural as
hunting animals.

Such was the plight of America's Indians before 1492, and such
was Europe's own plight. once the
civilizations of Greece aod Rome
had given way to the mysticism of
Christianity and the Barbarian
tribes.
It was Western philosophers.
scientists, statesmen and busi·
nessmeo who liberated mankind
from mysticism's grip.
Once scientists revealed a
world of natural laws open to
human understanding, medical
research soon penetrated the
mysteries of disease and epidem·
ic, allowing us to look back with
pity upon American Indians and
other historical victims of diseases now preventable and cur·
able.
On a much wider scale. the
Industrial Revolution employed
science, technology and engineer·
ing to create material goods in
profusion, so even people of average abllity could become affluent
by historical standards.
By demonstrating how wealth
can be created in abundance
rather than stolen by armed force,
America and the West supplied a
moral alternative to the bloody
tribal warfare of past eras.
Western civilization's stress on
the value of reason led inexorably
to its distinctive individualism.
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What are your predictions for
the new decade?

"We're going to discover that there's life
out there some~where (and) have a 'Woman
president. and college funds are going to
go up and tuition is going to go down:·

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071·3301
E·mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 809·3175

thenews.oro

The News Editorial Board

"food will be in pill form. trees will magi·
cally walk and elevators will go side to side
·staircases you really can't change."

Josh Gilprn • La Grange, Ky.
freshman

Western thinkers were ftrst to
declare that every individual, no
matter what his skin color or
ancestry, is fully human, pos·
sessed of reason and free will - a
being of self-made character who
deserves to be judged accordingly:, not as a member of a racijl or
tribal collective.
Thanks to John Locke and the
Founding Fathers, individuals
were recognized as possessing
individual rights to life, liberty,
property and the pursuit of happi·
ness - rights making slavery indefensible and leading to its eradi·
cation. at the cost of a civil war.
T hese are the facts we are no
longer taught, and the measure of
that educational failure is the disdain with which Columbus' holiday is regarded in the country
that owes its existence to his
courage.
It is time to take back Columbus Day. as an occasion to publicly rejoice, not in the bloodshed
that occurred before Columbus's
arrival aJtd after, but in our com·
mitment to the life-serving values
of Western civilization: reason
and individualism.
We do so by honoring the great
explorer who opened the way for
that civilization to flourish in the
New World.
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Stephanie Brandenburg • Big Sandy, Tenn.
sophomore

The News welcomes commentanes and letters to the editor.lellers should lie 300 l~Ofds or less. Contributors should include
phone numbers ror verification. Please Include hometown. classlfltai10n and t1t1e or relallonship to the University. Commen·
ldnes should be hmtted to 600 words. llle News resmes the riQhllo edit lor style lenQih and content No anonymous contri·
• butrons will be accepted. All contributions shOuld be turned in by noon on Tuesdcly o1 each week via e-mail or thenews.orQ

"Cars will fly, chickens will be the size of
cars and the sky will be green Cfrom) poilu·
tion!"

Tile News ~!rives to be the University community's source lor Information Our Qoal1s lo present that mlormation in a lair
and unbiased manner and provide a free and open forum for expressron and debate.
~ Ntws Is a desi9nated public forum. student edrtors have authority to make all content decisions without censorship or
advance approval. The paper offers a hands·on learning environment tor students interested in journaliSm. The campus press
should be free from censor ship and advance approval of copy and Its editors should develop their edltonal and news policies.
The News is prepared and el1ited by students and Is an official publtCBtton of Murrav Slate UnivPrsity. The first copy tS free.
Addttional copies are available for zs cents at mWilson Hall

Ashley Kellum • St. Louts. Mo.

junior
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Voters not in favor
of pre-finals week exams
Online poll reveals
voters' disdain for
week-before tests
Section special
To test, or not to test? It
looks like the answer is "no."
More than half of those who
answered The New!/ recent
online poll said they felt professors should not be allowed
to give exams the week
before finals.
While there is no Murray
State policy in effect banning
pre-finals week tests. many
University professors choose
not to give week-before tests,
either because of other projects due at that time or the
added stress to themselves.
For those students who do
find themselves up against a
pre-finals week test, try one
of these options to lessen
your stress and even effect
change:

Sa

By the numbers
.

Between finishing papers, packing
for home and meeting study groups
to prepare for fmals, some students
also juggled tests the week before
finals. Some viewed it as beneficial
last-minute testing. Others felt it
weasled them out of time they could
have used resting or studying for
their actual fmals.
With no University policy
forbidding tests the week before
fmal exams, more than half the

voters -<>n thenews.org's Winter
Break poll expressed negativity
toward the issue:

Courtney Crain/The News

No

In the face of final exams, some students find themselves pencllill(J in
extra tests the week before.
• Don't procrastinate. If your
syllabus told you about the
test at the beginning of the
semester. give yourself plenty of time that last week to
get your work done.
• Negotiate with your professor. Sometimes explaining
your situation and trying to

(62%)•

work
with
instructors.
instead of against them, can
yield positive results.
• Appeal to academic deans
and other administrators.
You never know when
enough criticism and feedback may cause them to
revise their policies.

Yes
(38%)•

• All results u of noon Thurs<Ur.
from tlmlews.flrG.

letters • letters • letters • letters
Anti-feminism column is
disrespectful, unresearched
(In response to "Just Imagining" in
The News' Nov. 20 issue)
I could spend days critiquing the ani·
cle printed about your stance against
feminism. For one, 1 could tell there
was no research put forth by you to
even fmd out what exactly it means to
be a feminist, nor the many branches
and views which can be encompassed
within feminism. Second. I wa.~ not
even certain as to what the pur·
pose/thesis was of the colunl,ll. Was it
tO IJ>J"OjCCI an anti;!e~t ~t~ceN(lr
gripe about how w<;>~en twt ,=. Y.<?ur
nerves, or was it a guilty admJSSlon of
your own feelings of inadequacy? '
I say this because there was no attack
on the feminist platform. Instead, you
resorted to name-calling (bears. really?), which is nothing more than a
homonym and not sound argument or
reasoning. Your reasons for why you
consider yourself an anti-feminist
actually refle"ct other attributes about
yourself that maybe you did not want
your readers to know.
Telling Mwife jokes"- what they are, I
am uncertain - is simply a matter of
poor taste. Your selC-proclaiming ignorance on issues, however, is troublesome. It's not the fact you don't know
about a particular thing; It's the fact
you don't care to know is worrisome.
This shows me, whether you actually
feel that way or not, you are proud of
your own ignorance and have no true
desire to seek knowledge beyond your
own limited sphere; it's anti·intellcctu·
alism at it's finest, and that's frighten·
ing coming from a university stud<.'nt.
Unfortunately. it is not only you

Runamuk

which adopts this attitude, which is
probably an even greater cause for
concern - the majority of campus and
to speculate, probably a good number
of people in the U.S. fall into that category as well But that's neither hen: nor
there.
No, what is most peculiar is how you
say "Women get on my nerves. We
always have to play the oppression
card." It's sad how. rather than be supportive of your own gender, you casti·
gate them for' realizing the real state of
affairs. Yet funny, Is bow you say "we,"
- you include yourself within !,be very
cas~.e you condemn witJ'I your anger.
It's ioublifig Wb~ a womaq)l,at~ her·
self - and maybe you don't feel that
way about yourself. but your article
articulates otherwise.
1 don't mean to bl• har:<~h or personal·
ly attack you; that would be catty of
me. I just wanted to make you aware
your article failed to articulate your
stance and instead, probably put you in
a less than glamorous light • perhaps
not to those who arc ignorant (and I
mean it in the sincerest, simplest
sense) of the issue, but certainly to
those who have establi~hed a feminist
con~ciousness, or maybe even true
anti-feminists who have done their
homework. Your artide is a paradigm
of irresponsible journalism. It is possible you may justify it by saying that it
was merely an opinion's column, but it
is a poor excuse. While opinions are
diverse, they aren't meaningful unless
there's good reason and research
behind it.
Actually. Todi, 1 think you may be a
feminist after all. but have simply been
too caught up in the negative connotations associated witb it, After all. if it

weren't for your feminist predecessors,
would most assuredly not be able
to pursue a career in journalism- much
less be an c..-ditor at a university, or
even still, be at a university at all I
don't want to sound too pedantic. but
as a woman. you owe a lot of things to
the f<.'minist movements and it's still
not over. RA!thcr than convince you
now. it would be more prudent for you
to do the research yourself and make
an informed decision about whether or
not to embrace feminism.
Judi, as a member of a newspaper
staff • especially as an editor •· you
wield a surprising ;~.mount of power.
Thewritten word has been.$howntime
and again to be extraordinarily influen·
tial and on that account can be dangerous. [ challenge you to consider your
power over readers, and think of how
much you influence them (because you
do, whether or not you realize it). l
challenge. you. thl~ next time you write
something that may possibly be controversial. to do the research. Become
informed before you write, because
otherwise, you will perpetuate ignorance, and ignorance only perpetuates
prejudice. You currently have the ability to enlighten an entire campus
should you cho1lse it. That in itself is a
humbling thing.
Most of aU, Jodi, I want to remind you
that you have a great future ahead of
you, so long as you keep an open mind
and be on the look out for learning
opportunities, no matter the insl:aJltia·
tion. I wish you well, and I nope this
note has· given you some sort of
insigilt.
Jessie Stamper,
posted on The Nev.-s'
Faccbovk opinion forum, Dec. 2
}'QU

Cheers to ... 97-yearold Chao Mu-he, who
fought boredom by
earning a master's
degree from Taiwan's
Nanhua University.
]eMS to ... the orange
juice market careen·
ing out of controL
It's another reason
to drink more grape
juice • OJ'll kill yal
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cheers~ ~th~
&
· troljen
will

of
Murray
for finally
city

gettingia actual
ley! Each ride
be
like a nice little step baCk in time.
]een to ... myGate ~
for apln failiDg at
the most inoPPQr tuDe time- the firSt
week of classes.

JWOCUJdDw daMs
to - Conan O'Brien
for .sticking it to NBC.
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Hope Leno is worth
that large penalty fee.

A resoundiJJg ~·
to - Mark McGwire,
for fmally confimiing
steroid use. Thanks,
Capt. Obvious.
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Check itI The News online opinion selection:
• Thenews.oro: Browse around and take the online poll. Don't forget to leave your name so your comments can end up in the print edition!
• Web exclusives! New semester, new videos! The News comes out swinging with a plethora of new multimedia to keep you informed and entertained.

• Till Nlfll F..,_ ...., rar. Break Into the new semester by lamenting course asstc)nments. forming study groups and compar1ng instructors.

Those who know
me understand when
I have free time, I
can most likely be
found either napping
or hooked on "The
Golden Girls." Some
people
instead
choose to read, a
pastime I have typiJodi Keen cally avoided since
Opinion Editor my days in the
Accelerated Reader
program in grade school. (That wrath
will be saved for a future column.)
Now, it appears I've jumped on the
"reading for leisure" bandwagon, and
with a full throttle of gusto. Over
Thanksgiving break, I purchased four
books, simply becau~c they were novels
(1 don't typically read novels) .a nd each
priced at $1 (I'm pretty much a cheapskate). When my hometown's bookstore
had its "going out of business" sale, I
needed a large shopping basket for all the
discounted books I scooped up.
I jumped in with a book I'd run into so
many times during the past year that I
finally purchased it out of exasperation. I
am already halfway through Bill Bryson's
"I'm a Stranger Here Myself,'' a collection
of his tales of moving back to the U.S.
after 20 years of living in r:ngland. He
recounts mundane topics such as the U.S.
Postal Service, 24-hour dental floss hotlines (we actually have those) and the
charm of old-time motels in a writing
style like what I want my own style to be.
Perhaps that is why I have such a lovehate relationship with this book: I love
the simple, witty way he strings together
his stories, and I bate that he thought of it
first.
Next, maybe I could finally finish a
book I started two years ago. Written by
two Canadian professors, "Nation of
Rebels: Why Counterculture Became
Consumer Culture" explores how pop
culture, philosophy and history twisted
together a faux world of"countcrculture"
that bas actually become the opposite of
its goal. This book, I've discovered, is one
I cannot read without taking notes, which
kind of kills the fun of rending it.
I could always pick up "Bad News: The
Decline of Reporting, the Business of
News, and the Danger to Us All," a book
I borrowed from a friend. Not only would ·
this book feed my hunger for current
affairs, but it could deeply benefit my
chosen career, since. it was written by
seasoned journalist Tom Fenton.
A special addition to my book list is a
journal my mother kept for the past
decade. Stuffed with stories about her life
growing up, it's an invaluable look at a
life that has significantly shaped my own.
If any book on my list is going to profoundly change me, I'll bet it is this one.
I'm also eager to dive into "Titanic's
Last Secrets" by Brad Matsen. A favorite
study of mine, this new addition to my
growing Titanic book collection promises to delve into the murky .waters of
Titanic's building plans and subsequent
destruction. It may regurgitate information I have already unearthed in previous
readings, but that was a gamble I was
willing to make.
The most exciting prospect on my list,
however, is a book more viewed than
actually read...1,000 Signs" by the German Taschen publishing group is a compilation of various signs from around the
world. Common signs such as "Stop,"
"Danger" and "No ..." arc strung together
on brightly colored pages and prefaced
with blunt and often humorous language
common of Europeans. More than anything, the book is a visual demonstration
of cultural differences. Judging by its
cover (never!), I'm strapping on my seatbelt for an entertaining literary ride.
The final tally: lO books. Two novels,
five analyses, one special interest, one
"lust 'cause" and one memoir. Ten different authors and one special publishing
company project. A total of 3,144 pages.
That's a LOT of reading, folks. Wish me
luck.
Better yet, pick out one of my books for
yourself and help me start a book
exchange. (Hey, since Oprah's closing
shop, a new book club host is obviously
needed, and I respectfully submit my
candidacy.) Then, we'll have something
more substantial to talk about when we
cross paths than, "So, l saw you updated
your Facebook status .. :·
Qpote ofthe weelc "From tht• moment I
picked your book up until I laid it down,
I was convulsed with laughter. Some day
I intend reading it."
- Groucho Marx
Song ofthe

weer "White & Nerdy"
-Weird AI

Contact
Keen
murraystate.edu.

at

jodi.keen@

News
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.Textbooks bought and sold,
new & used, online buybacks.
Buy, sell, rent at cheapbooks.com
(260) 399-6111
espanol (212) 380-1763
urdu/hindi/punjabi (713) 429-4981
See site for other support lines.
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Haitian vldlms experience the devastating aftermath of a7.0 magnitude earthquake Tuesday afternoon.

United States responds to earthquake victimS
Associated Press
WASHINGTON - President Barack
Obama said Thursday that "one of the
largest relief efforts in our recent history"
is moving toward Haiti as he continued to
mobilize the U.S. response to the island's
devastating earthquake.
Obama said the U.S. government is initially directing $100 million toward the
relief effort, a figure he said would certainly grow over the year.
"This is one of those moments that calls
out for American leadership," he said.
The death of one American citizen from
Tuesday's 7.0-magnitude quake wa.s confirmed, with three others known to be
mtssmg,
said
State
Depamnent
spokesman P.J. Crowley. The State
Department is not releasing the identity
of the dead American, pending notification of next of kin.
Crowley said the U.S. embassy has
made contact with nearly 1,000 American
citizens in Haiti, only a small fraction of
the estimated 45,000 Americans in the
country.
The first U.S. Army infantry troops - a
little more than 100 soldiers from the
82nd Airborne Division - are heading to
Haiti, due to leave Fort Bragg in North
Carolina later Thursday. The troops will
find locations to set up tents and other
essentials in preparation for the arrival of
another roughly 800 personnel from the
·
division on Friday.
They come on top of some 2.200
Marines, also to be sent, as the military
ramps up what Secretary of State Hillary
Rodham Clinton called "a full court press"
to provide earthquake relief in the form of
security, search and rescue, and the delivery of humanitarian supplies.
Obama said more than a half dozen U.S.
military ships also are expected to help,
with the largest, the aircraft carrier USS
Carl Vmson, arriving Thursday, and the

Navy hospital ship USNS Comfort also
deployed.
But, aware that mishandling disaster
can quickly become a liability for a president, he warned pre-emptively that it will
take hours "and in many cases days" to get
the full U.S. relief contingent on the
ground, because of the badly damaged
roads, airport, port and communications.
"None of this will seem quick enough if
you have a loved one who's trapped, if
you're sleeping on the streets, if you can't
feed your children," Obama said. "So
today, you must know that help is arriving. Much, much more help is on the
way."
As a start, the president said the U.S.
military has secured the severely damaged airport in Port-au-Prince, preparing
it to receive round-the-clock deliveries of
heavy equipment and emergency supplies
being flown_in from the United States and
countries around the world.
Sensitive to questions about whether
the U.S. would need - or choose - to
essentially take over Haiti's now almostnonexistent civil and governmental structure, the State Department spokesman
stressed that U.S. troops sent to Haiti will
be under u.s. command but there to augment and support the United Nations
mission.
"We're not taking over Haiti," Crowley
said. "We are helping to stabilize Haiti,
we're helping to provide them lifesaving
support and materiel and we're going to
be there over the long term to help Haiti
rebuild. But, the key is: We are maintaining constant contact with the Haitian government even given the difficult situation.
What we're doing is following the priorities that the Haitian government has outlined for us."
Appearing on morning network news
shows after cutting short an overseas trip,
Clinton said it's still too early to make a
flrm estimate of the number of deaths. But

Trolley gives
Murray, visitors
old-time feel
with new look

she said officials know that approximately 3 million people have been affected and
that ''tens of thousands, we fear, are
dead."
Clinton noted that the small Caribbean
country was still recovering from the
damage wrought by last year's storms,
with help from Washington, the United
Nations and other countries.
"This is going to be a long-term effort,"
she said about saving lives and providing
food, water and medical supplies, · to
beginning the reconstruction process.
Clinton appeared on ABC's "Good Morning America," CBS's "The Early Show,"
and l"{BC's "Today'' show.
Clinton advised people worried about
relatives living in Haiti to call a special
information number at the State Department -1 888 407 4747, which is the operations center there. Obama directed people to go to state.gov for information
about missing loved ones.
Oba.rna also implored individual Americans to donate to the relief effort, saying
they could get information on bow to do
so through the White House Website at
whitchouse.gov.
Obama said Americans are being evac·
uated as quickly as possible. Crowley said
164 Americans have been airlifted out,
including 42 non-essential officials and
employee family members and 72 private
citizens who were taken out on Coast
Guard C-130s.
Another 50 private citizens left on an
Iceland Air flight. There are 360 Ameri-_
cans registered to leave on evacuation
flights that will continue today.
"We will not rest until we account for
our fellow Americans in harm's way,"
Obama said.
The president also said he bas directed
Vice President Joe Uiden to travel to
South Florida this weekend to meet with
members of the Haitian-American community and responders.
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Anew trolley In Murray is free to Murray State students with Racercard.

Elalna Deren
Staff writer
The addition of a trolley to
Murray's alternative modes
of transportation may add a
little flair to an already quaint
town.
"The idea for a trolley in
our area was introduced this
past summer," the Murray
Calloway Transit Authority
Executive Director Bjarne
Hansen, said. "It is a reproduction of the elegant .Ameri·
can Heritage Streetcar. It has
a very special appeal,
reminding visitors and residents alike of a beloved time
gone by, a time when ladies
carried parasols and men
wore straw bats."

f

Hansen said the Racer
Country Trolley would be
different from the Racer
Route buses students are
used to seeing around campus.
"The Racer Country Trolley is blue and gold and looks
a little different but acts the
same," Hansen said. "It is still
running a deviated ftxed
route. It travels a loop around
Murray State's campus and
downtown."
The Racer Routes are
divided into different buses,
that travel their own routes,
making stops on campus for
students.
Murray usually bas visitors
checking out the University,
and Hansen said the trolley

would help show them the
rest of the community.
Some of the trolley's destinations include, restaurants,
shops, cultural, arts and
entertainment venues in the
downtown area.
Though the public must
buy tokens to ride, Murray
State students need only
show their student m.
Hansen said one ride costs
one trolley token, or $0.25 per
person.
Hansen said there will be
many locations to purchase
tokens for the trolley. These
include the Murray Calloway
Transit Authority's o·mce, ·
Chamber of Commerce, City
Hall, BB&T (in the Court
Square). Convention and Vis-

itors Murray Main Street and
at the Murray Calloway
Community Library.
Throughout the city, the
public will find it bas many
stops where they to board .
"I am excited about the
trolley," Hansen said. "It will
be very useful among the
Murray community, not just
for the students."
John Henry, junior from St.
Louis, Mo., said he thought
the trolley would be good for
the Murray community.
"I think it is a great alternative to the Racer Routes,"
Henry said. Wit will be anoth-.
er way that makes Murray
unique."
Contact Deren at elai1J8.
deren@murraystate.edu.
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Team tops JSU 92-68 Tennessee Tech faces ·
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Chris Hatcher was named the 17th head
football coach In school history Dec. Zl.

Hatcher tak~ head
coach position
Ricky Martin
Staff writer
The foundation for the future of
Racer football at Murray State got a bit
stronger Dec. 21, as Director of Athletics Alan Ward announced the hiring of
Chris Hatcher as the 17th head coach in
school history.
"I am really excited to have Coach
Hatcher leading the Racer football program," Ward said. "Especially when I
thlrik about the impact he is going to
make on the young men in our program. He is a proven winner and exceptional leader. He will immediately capture respect and credibility with our
team.
"He is an exceptional coach, having
worked with some of the most respected and talented coaches in all of college
football," Ward said. ''Everyone 1 talked
to about Chris echoed the very same
sentiments about his extraordinary
abilities t.o connect with and lead young
men."
Hatcher fills the coaching vacancy
left by Matt Griffin. who was fired
before season's ·e nd on Nov. 16, and
es over tile reins of a team that went
3-8 during the 2009 campaign.
"I am extremely excited about the
opportunity to be the head coach at
Murray State," Hatcher said. "And I'm
looking forward to the opportunity to
get the Racers back on top of the Ohio
Valley Conference."
Hatcher comes to Murray State after
a successful stint as the head man at
Georgia Southern, where he led the
Eagles to an 18-15 record overall with a
12-11 record in the Southern Conference.
Perhaps one of the biggest accomplishments in Hatcher's short, yet experienced coaching career, is the 2004
1
season where he coached his alma
mater Valdosta State to a Division II
National Championship, alSo earning
National Coach of the Year, a title
given by the American Football Coaches Association.
Hatcher has also had the opportunity
to coach under Hal Mumme, former
head man at the University of Kentucky. While under Mumme. Hatcher
served as the quarterback's coach for
Tim Couch, an eventual No. 1 NFL
Draft selection.
"Chris played for me and later
worked alongside me," Mumme
said. "He is a great coach and an even
better person. Chris possesses a great
mind and I believe he will be very successful at Murray State. Murray State
made a great choice in hiring Chris
Hatcher."
Ward expects Hatcher's involvement
in the community to exceed that of his
predecessor.
"Coach Hatcher is here to make an
investment in this program and in this
communhy," Ward said. "And he is
here to win. He will certainly make a
difference on the field and in the locker
room, but his actions off the field will
speak just as loud."
Hatcher has his work cut out for him
to restore the proud tradition of Racer
football, and regardless of the results in
the win-loss column, his "Hatch
Attack" spread offense will at least be
entertaining to watch.
"In the coming weeks, I will assemble
an excellent staff, we will evaluate the
current players on the team and we will
get out and recruit the best studentsathletes possible to help us win,"
Hatcher said. "We will be an exciting
football team to watch and you can
look for our boys to play hard every
time they step onto the field."
As the Racers focus on adjusting to a
new coaching style and improving next
season, Hatcher will now delve into the
process of evaluating talent and beginning his quest to move.Murray State up
the ranks in the FCS.
Contact Martin at richard.martin@
murraystate.edu.
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John Wall and Eric Bledsoe who?
While those two get all the hype and press coverage another pair from the
Commonwealth is quietly working behind the scenes for the same goal - a
conference championship.
Junior guards B.J. Jenkins and Isaac Miles may not be on the same level as
the two freshman phenoms from Lexin~tton, they sure do a good job
of playing the part, putting on a showcase for the Racer
faithful nearly every time they take thl.· court.
Thursday night was no different as the duo
scorched the nets in the RSEC, combining
for 35 points on 11 of 16 shooting. includ·
ing eight of 10 from behind the arc to
take doWn Jacksonville State 92-68.
Jenkins finished as the leading
scorer with 19 as Miles added 16
of his own.
At least one person has
noticed.
Head
Coach
Billy
Kennedy said the pair set
the tone on both ends of
the floor.
"Their
maturity
helped us in the first
half when I thought
Jacksonville State did a
lot of good things,"
Kennedy said "We're
going to win a lot of
games if we shoot it
like that."
Jenkins said the
Gamecocks were well
prepared but that extra
time in the gym helped to
overcome that.
"They came out with a lot
of hustle," Jenkins said.
"They are a very aggressive
and underrated team. They came
ready to play. We've been putting
ln"""ll lot of exm wo-rk g@ttijlt:'fttM
up. I know the guards have been taking
pride in getting better."
Things definitely didn't start that hot
though as somebody forgot to tell the Racers
there was a game taking place.
After having their way ·with many OVC contenders over
the break. Murray State came out flat against Jacksonville State starting just one of seven from the field to fall behind early.
•
It took a couple of timely three-pointers from Miles and Jenkins to right
the ship, but once it was, the shots started falling and the Racers rolled.
Adding to the dynamic duo's strong performance from the field, sophomore forward Ivan Aska tallied 11 points and led the team with eight
rebound~.

Freshman guard Isaiah Canaan recorded 11 points, while senior center
Tony Easley rounded out the double-digit scoring for Murray State, posting
10.
The Racers, who are notorious for their cut-throat defense and struggles
from the free-throw line shot 72 percent from the charity stripe and exploded from three-point range, sinking 12 of 19 for a success rate of 63.2 percent.
The quest to stay undefeated in league play remained in tact: for at least
one more game anyway.
Kennedy said having a target on their backs doesn't affect his team.
''We just really go one day at a time, one game at a time," Kennedy joked.
"The old coaches' adage that I continue to say. That's all we can focus
on.When you start thinking ahead that's when you get bit. We have to get
better tomorrow and there arc some things I know we can get better at."
Contact Waddell at gregory.waddell@murraystate.edu.

Ricky Martin
Staff writer
With an almost NBA-like schedule of games to open up 2010,,the men's basketball team wraps up a three-game homestand Saturday against the Golden
Eagles of Tennessee Tech.
Tomorrow's matchup will serve as the fifth
game for the Racers over a 10-day span, which' hll.o;
included victories over OVC contenders
Austin Peay and Eastern Illinois.
Tennessee Tech currently sits
eighth in the conference with a 2-4
record inside the OVC and a 8-9
record overall, while Murray
State enters on top of the conference standings with a 7-0
record in the OVC and a lS3 mark overall.
Both
teams are strong offensively, and currently
rank f1rst and second
in
OVC
scoring
offense, with Murray
State's average of
78.4 points per game,
compared to Tennessee Tech's 76.7.
But defense may
serve as the catalyst
for the Racers, as
Murray State also
ranks first in OVC
scoring defense, holding opponents to just
61.1 points per game,
and only one conference
school has hung more
than 60 points on the Racers this season. Tennessee
Tech, however, enters the
game as the OVC's best threepoint shooting team at 4Ll percent.
Last year the two teams split
their two regular season matchups. The
Racers hit the road for Cookeville, Tenn.,
early in the season, and fell 55-61, but got their
revenge three weeks later when they welcomed the
Golden Eagles into the RSEC and sent them away with a
73-52loss.
"Tennessee Tech is good offensively," Head Coach Billy Kennedy said.
"They like to score a lot of points and get up and down. Their guards are pretty good. We're gonna have to play a lot better than we did (Thursday)."
The RSEC has served as a safe haven of sorts for the Racers, winning 12straight home games, dating back to Feb. 23, with a 74-59 victory over UT
Martin.
After the tilt with TI"U, Murray State will have a five-day break, as the team
hits the road for Charleston, Ill., for a matchup with Eastern lllinois, a team
they defeated once already this season, 75-59.
In that game, lsacc Miles led the way for the Racers as he poured In 21
points on 5-for-10 shooting, including four three-pointers, something
Kennedy said was crucial in his team's victory over the Panthers last time out.
The Panthers sit tied for third in the OVC with a 4-3 record, and are 10-7
overall.
In' the first matchup. Eastern Illinois took a 28-24 lead, but struggled in the
second half, as Murray State outscored the Panthers 51-31 in the final frame.
Kennedy said he has confidence in his team's ability to defend opponents.
"We match up well with anybody defensively," Kennedy said. "Our post
guys have got to do a better job though."
••
Contact Martin at richard.martin@murraystate.edu.
•
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A head above the competition
Men poised for
strong OVC finish
Greg Waddell
Assistant Sports Editor
Who said being a college athlete wasn't tough?
While most Murray State students traveled
home over Christmas break fresh off a tough
week of finals, the Racers were just getting started. After finishing up business in the classroom,
the men took to the court the next day gearing up
for a different kind of test - a stretch of grueling
OVC games that would determine if their preseason No. 1 ranking was justified or just hype.
They passed with flying colors.
After an early 87-81 setback at Louisiana Tech
Dec. 15, the Racers kicked into cruise control,
falling only once (83-72 to Western Kentucky> to
stay perfect in conference play. The highlight of
the break would come just nine days after New
Year's, as Murray State traveled to Clarksville to
knock off rival Austin Peay 69·53 on the Governors' home court. The 6-0 start is the' Racer's best
since the 1998-99 season, which they started 13·0.
"We look at it one game at a time hut this is a
special game," Murray State Head Coach Hilly
Kennedy said. "We had composure all day and we
didn't break when things got difficult. There have
been times before here that we got a little rattled
when things didn't go our way."
Stingy defense. which has become a staple

u n d e r
Kennedy.
a g a i n
played a key
role in the
streak as the
Racers
held
opponents to 63
points per game
since Dec. 12, while
forcing them into shooting 40 percent from the
field.
But Murray State has shined
in more than Just defensive
dominance withseveral Racers
stepping up on the offensive
side of the ball. Junior guard
Isacc Miles, in particular,
earned high praise
from his coach
after a 21-point
outburst
against Eastern
Illinois, bumping his average
to above 10 points
per game 00.4).
"Isacc Miles is the epitome of what any coach
who is a defensive minded coach would want to
have," Kennedy said. "He works so hard on other
areas of his game like shooting and it was good to
sec that pay off for him."
Although the Racers have been almost perfect
this season, things won't slow up any time soon as
a host of familiar faces come calling in the

upcoming weeks of conference play.
A daunting stretch in late February will pose a
challenge for Murray State with the ESPNU
BracketBusters game and OVC big boys Morehead State and Eastern Kentucky falling within a
week of each other.
Morehead State, the OVC Co-Preseason No. 1
with Murray State, started the season with a
whimper but have roared recently, winning
eight of 10 since the 30-point drubbing at
the hands of the Racers on Dec. S. junior
Kenneth Faried remains a threat, currently sitting alone atop the OVC's
rebounding charts at 12.8 per game,
a full six boards over the nearest
challenger. His offense isn't
bad either as the 6'8' forward chips in 15.9 points
per game on the other
side of the ball.
EKU,• which hasn't
been as fortunate, stumbling to ,a 6-4 cUp since
the showdown on Dec.
3 still presents , a
daunting chal·
lenge
when
the teams
square off
in
Richmond, Ky.
Derek Miller/The Nf:'ws
All things
considered, Kennedy said the team is right where
it needs to be at this point.
Contact Waddell at gregory.waddell@
murraystate.edu.
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Each week. Thl Nntt Elizabeltl Johnson. GriC) Waddell, Ricky Martin and
Kyte ROQerS, Pagllafs owner CIIICII Wynn, plus I 9IJISt wtl fact off In I
hetted round of Pick ·em.

Benefits of exploration
Ricky Martin and Kyle Rogers
share the title of NCAA football
Pick 'em winner with records
of 64-32 on the season.

Elizabeth Johnson
Sports Editor
Last week: o-o
Season record: o-o

:ru.

No. 5 Syracuse at
No. 9 West Virginia
No. 23 Ole Miss at
No.lO Tennessee

T T T T T T

No. 18 Georgia Tech at
No.13 UNC
No. 11 Georgetown at
No. 4 Villanova

Often fishing on Kentucky Lake during
winter months is so
tough
that while I wait
Chuck
Wynn
Ricky
Martin
Kyle Rooers
Guest Dave Winder
Greq Waddell
to feel a tap on my
PIQIIII's OWner
Sports writer
MSU Sports Relations
Assistant Sports Editor Head of Sports Operations
shaky head or drop
. Last week: o-o
Last week: (H)
Last week: (H)
Last week: (H)
Last week: (H)
shot rig, my mind wanSeason record: o-o
Season Record: (H)
Season Record: (H)
Season Record: (H)
Season Record: o-o
ders. I often daydream
about having some
- - - - - - - sort of X-Ray vision
Steve
that would enable me
Miller
to see right through
Outdoor columnist the water to sec where
the fish are positioned on any given day.
Some day ther e may be a technology that
affords this power, but until then I will continue doing the next best thing - scouting
the shoreline during the winter season for
clues to where the fish might stack up come
spring and summer.
While h unters are often diligent about
scou ting endeavors, anglers frequently
overlook the benefits gained from cxplt)ring reservoirs when they arc d rawn dow'n
to their winter pool levels. Kentucky Lake
water levels are five feet lower in the winter than in the spring and summer. 'this
means you can walk or observe the shore:
line from a boat and note features that will
likely attract fish once they are un~cr
water.
The scouting process can be as precise <>r
relaxed as you decide. It can range from
simply making mental notes while walking
areas of the lake's shoreline to taking photographs and marking a map with detaile<.i
information, such as cover and structure
features, what time of year the fish will be
most likely to usc the area (pre-spawn;
spawn, post spawn, etc.), and GPS coordi·
nates that will lead you to the spot once it
is under water.
Some things to look for while you ar'~
scouting are old road beds, ditches, stumps,
ting and getting them confident," Purcell said.
bottom composition and irregularities' 1n
"Going up against Louisville is going to be a
big test for our guys coming in this week from
"We pretty much have the same team and played
terrain (bumps, holes, etc.). But often, any
well enough to win the OVC last year. We're differences from the uniform environment
break," Purcell said. "But that's why I schedule
matches this tough. It prepares them for OVC
looking forward to another year and hope to
are worth remembering, be it tires, pipes'or
' action in the spring."
bring home a title."
simply a change in bottom composition:
The Racers fmished last season 8·11, breaking
My routine often involves looking f6r
Conference play is still a while away for Mur500 against conference contenders.
bard bottom areas that would be suitable
ray State who take on Eastern Kentucky on the
road March 20, ,after seven non·conference
Purcell said his team must give it's all because spawning ,gJ;Q\UW~ and then locating the
Uiilike m team sports, tHe tennis players cannot - subtle dit~hes the fish will use to migrate
matchups.
The Colonels snuffed all OVC title hopes for
rely on their teammates to pull them out of and from the flats. I pay particular attention
the Racers when they defeated Murray State in
sticky situations on the court. PurceU added the
to any cover along the ftsh highways and
the semi-final round of the tournament last seaRacers do hold some advantage with their expetake pictures which 1 later number and
son.
rience.
mark on a map with the GPS coordinates:
Purcell and his team have continued to train in
"In tennis, players are exposed," Purcell said. Stumps or brush piles along these ditches
the offseason, utilizing the indoor facilities at
"'fa guy's better. he's going to win. We just have
are sure to be ftsh magnets once spri'ng
to go in every match and try to play the best we
rolls around.
Kenlake to shake off the cold weather slump, and
return with last season's roster in addition to
can."
I prefer to do my scouting from a boat
Contact Johnson at elizabetha.johnson@ because it allows me to reach more areas
freshman Dylan Gerlach.
..We've been focusing on getting the guys hitmurraystate.edu.
and learn more about what is under water
__ _ ---~ -- _
than if I were on land. Some areas are pri·
vate property and not accessible from the
shore. Also, I can cruise along the shallow
water areas and mark notes on what is able
to be seen if the water is clear enough.
These present visible features in the walcr
will have five more feet of water above
them once the lake is brought back up' to
summer pool.
So until I am blessed with the gift of
underwater vision, I will continue scouting
during the winter months. It remedies tny
cabin fever and allows me to discover that
possible honey hole nobody will be aware
of come spring time.

y ·y y

No. 1Texas at
No. 12 Kansas State
No. 6 Purdue at
Illinois

y

y

Men's tennis opens at U of L
Elizabeth Johnson
Sports Editor
In most sports, the early part of the season is
devoted to playing less competitive teams in
order to further develop the fundamentals in a
game atmosphere.
But for the men's tennis team under the wings
o former professional athlete Head Coach Mcl
Purcell. the preseason outlook is completely different.
The Racers kick off spring action tonight at 6
p.m. at the University of Louisville's Bass-Rudd
Center.
As a team, the Cardinals rank No. 20 in the
Intercollegiate Tennis Association's national
standings. Louisville also landed junior Austen
Childs in the No. 46 spot in singles play, with
two of his teammates joining him in the top 100.

Rifle nears
season's end
Kyra Ledbetter

to

Staff writer
After nearly two months without competition
the Racers return to Pat Spurgin Rifle Range this
weekend to face off against the University of
Mississippi and the University of Nebraska. The
three match stretch will close the season in
prepnration for championship play.
The rifle team saw Mississippi earlier this season, taking second place in the Ole Miss Invitational after besting the host school by just 20
points (4602-4582). Since then, both teams have
steadily improved. with Ole Miss dropping their
most recent match by only one point, shooting a
4,583, After the long break between matches it's
difficult to predict how the Rebels will shoot
tomorrow.
Murray State may have even more trouble
with Nebraska, who posted a score of 4,595 most
recently, but show far less consistency than Murray State. With scores ranging from a high of
4,634 and low of 4,595, there is no way to tell
which Huskers team will show up come game
day.
, "They're both good teams," said Head Coach
Alan Lollar. "Nebraska's a little bit ahead of us in
'the rankings this year. Ole Miss we've competed
.against in their invitational and did well down
there, but you gotta take care of business every
week. We have two good teams coming in that
we have a chance to compete with if we take care
of business and do what we can do."
As for the Racers, the team came back from the
(break ready to shoot and maintain the consisten·

Murray State Outdoor News: The Murray
State University Bass Anglers are featured
on the cover of this month's issue of FLW
Outdoors Magazine. Murray State was
ranked the eighth best bass fishing school
in the nation by the magazine.
'

Last Chance for Bow Hunters: This Mon·
day marks the end of the archery deer season in Kentucky. Hunters who have not yet
filled their tags still have this three dhy
weekend to make this season u success. · ·

'.·

is

Sophomore Ashley Rose competes ear11er this season. Murray State hosts Mississippi and Nebraska ~Is weekend.
cy they kept throughout the fall.
"They needed a little time away to rest and
recharge their batteries," said Lollar. "They've all
come back shooting well, and that usually happens with us after Christmas for some reason.
It's just coming back a little fresher."
With just five matches left in the regular season, Murray State is ramping up toward champi·
onship play, in hopes of qualifying for the NCAA
finals.
"I'm excited," said Lollar. "We've got a ch.ance

to be really strong. We're hosting the OVC's this
year, the fllSt week in February and we're excit·
ed about that. We've got a chance to qualify for
NCAA. This is the most exciting part of our sea·
son."
The Racers host a non·conference doubleheader against Mississippi 9 a.m. Saturday at the
Pat Spurgin Rifle Range and Nebraska at the
same time Sunday.
Contact Ledbetter at
kyra.ledbetter@
murraystate.edu.

1

Peak Season for Eagle Sightings: January'
one of the best times to see Eagles flyin~
over the Kentucky and Barkley Lakes. 1
Year round resident birds and visiting
"snow birds'' from the north are very acth·e
as they feed on the schools of shad that 'die
off each year due to cold water temperatures. Bird watchers can scan the sky' on
their own at one of the many Land Between
the Lakes public areas or state parks
around the lakes.
'- •
Those who prefer having a guide can
take a cruise on the luxury yacht, the CQ
Princess. out of Kenlake Stnte Resort Park
Marina or guided van tours can be tak!!ri
from the Golden Pond Visitors Center.
Reservatjons are required. For more infor·
mation visit lbl.org.
Contact Miller at steven.miller@
murraystate.edu.
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Each week, The News picks some of the top performances in Racer.athletics. To
submit a player for consideration in HOT SHOTS, contact Elizabeth Johnson at
elizabetha.joh~son@murraystate.edu.

File photo

Racer fans have set high expectations for senior first baseman Wes
Cunningham, who claims the No. ~ spot on the College Baseball Blog's
Top 100 Players List for the upcoming season. Cunningham holds the best
batting average In Thoroughbred history with a .393 career percentage.
Recruiting junior
guard B.J. Jenkins
from Uberty
University has
proven beneficial
for the Racers this
season as he leads
the team with 30
three-pointers and
66 assists. Jenkins
has tallied at least
one long ball in all
but two games and
Is averagerlng 10.8
points per game.
Derek Miller/The News

~:With 21 points junior guard.lsacc Miles led the Racers to a75-59 win over Eastern Illinois at the RSEC Monday. Miles sank four shots from behind the arc
::to continue Murray State's perfect run in OVC action.
,.

..
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Derek Miller/The News

ostly

but your Textbooks Don't Have to be

NOW Available
Located in University Plaza
1203 Chestnut Street, Suite A
270-761-BOOK
Store Hours:
Monday-Saturday 7am-8pm
Sunday 8am-8pm
www. universityhookandbean.com

Ask about our
Guaranteed
Buy Back
Program
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Assistant Features Editor: Cody Arant

Phone: 809-4468

National news, gossip sure to spice
up your lunch conversation

.• Information and photos from
" the Associated Press
•: CompUed by Charlotte Kyle
Ball uudergolng cucer treatmeots
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Michael C. Hall,
star of Showtime's
MDexter," is undergoing treatment for
cancer, which is currently in remission,
a spokesman said.
.. 1 feel fortunate to
have been diagnosed with an imminently treatable and
curable condition,
Michael C.
and I thank my doctors and nurses for
Hall
their expertise and
care," Hall, 38, said in a statement
Wednesday.
The actor was diagnosed with Hodgkin's lymphoma, a cancer of the lymphatic
system. which is part of the body's
immune system.
Craig Bankey, a spokesman for the
actor, said the cancer is in complete
remission and Hall's treatment will continue as planned.
Photos by Courtney Crain!TI!e

Adldns slgus with Show Dog NashviDe
Toby
Keith
merged his Show
Dog Nashville with
Universal Records
South and signed
Trace Adkins to the
label.
Adkins made a
surprise entrance at
Wednesday's press
conference
to
announce the Show
Trace
Dog-Un i versal
Music merger, then
Adkins
' signed his new contract in front of reporters.
He left Columbia/Nashville for the new
deal after 15 years and says he came to the
decision after spending time on tour with
Keith last summer and discovering they
had a common vision.
Adkins has had 15 top 10 hits and three
No. l albums in his t ime with Columbia/Nashville. The singer has completed
several new songs for his first album on
the merged label and previewed them for
Keith on Tuesday.

Lindsey Becker, senior from NewbullJh, Ind., said she resolves to improve her chess oame in 2010.

Students ring in New Year with new goals

r

Celebrities seek support for survivors

:

~

!

~
~

'

N~Mi5

Oprah Winfrey, Wyclef Jean and Lee
Daniels are among the celebrities urging
support for the Haitian earthquake survivors.
Singer Wyclef Jean has been tweeting
about the earthquake and arrived in Haiti,
his native country, on Wednesday. Publicist Leslie Chasky said he is attending to
his family, his Haitian charity, Yele. and
responding to the disaster.
Winfrey began her television talk show
Wednesday by asking viewers to donate
to the Red Cross.
~is is a time where we. as a global
nation. should come together and support
those who are in need," Winfrey said.
Lee Daniels, director of the film "Precious" said Wednesday that the earth·
quake made this Sunday's Golden Globes
ceremony seem .so unimportant. Daniels'
film received three nominations.
Viacom Inc., whose companies include
MTV Networks and Paramount Pictures,
announced Wednesday it was setting up a
$500,000 matching gift program, with
donations going to the Red Cross.

Warners to release •Sesame Street' games
Warner
Bros.
Interactive En tertainment has signed
a deal with Sesame
Workshop to create
and publish a series
of games for various
platforms based on
the 40-year-old children's series.
The partnership
comes three months
Grover
after Sesame Worksho-p and Warner
and Abby
Bros.
announced
Cadabby
Warner
Home
Video would distribute "Sesame Street" home videos.
"There's a big open hole in the market,"
Russell Arons, Warner Bros. Interactive
Entertainment senior vice president of
marketing, said. "This is the first generation of parents who grew up as garners.
Unlike prior generations where people
weren't sure of the value of video games,
these are people who know there's value
and fun for the whole family."
No specific titles or release dates were
announced as part of the deal between
Sesame Workshop and Warner Bros.
Interactive Entertainment.

~--------------~----------~~=-~~-

Anna T aylor
Contributing writer
With many people listing new goals tu
attempt in 2010, the beginning of every
year initiates a season of change.
T hose; with physical grievances may
change their hair color or start going to
the gym.
Others concerned about changing
thing~ on the inside may decide to help
people or be more care-free.
According to newycarfestival.com, the
idea of New Year's resolutions originat·
ed in ancient Babylon. The Babylonians
made resolutions to return borrowed
farm equipment so they could start the
new year without debt.
Some believed if you broke your reso·
lution you would have bad luck. Therefore, citizens carefully chose gllals they
could fulfill.
Though resolutions have changed,
about 45 percent of American adults
make at least one New Year's resolution.
The most common arc to lose weight.
make better grades or quit smoking.
Therese Saint Paul, French professor
from Belgium, said. she does not typically make resolutions but understands
them as opportunities to improve oneself.
For 2010 she decided to visit a country
not normally visited through tourism.
She said she already surpassed her goal
by visiting Cambodia.

She said she wanted to visit an otherwise unpopular tourist destination to see
potential opportunities for students
studying abroad and to promote visiting
French speaking countries.
With the history from the Vietnam
War, Saint Paul said she saw what
remains of the country and found opportunities to volunteer.
Ashley Agustin, freshman from
I ouisville, Ky., said she is not part of the
45 percent that made a New Year's resolution this year.
..After many years of making resolutions I have found that I just don't keep
them, so why should I just keep lying to
myself?" Agostin said. "However, everyday is a new day and a new chance to
make a resolution."
According to newyearfestival.com,
after six months only 46 percent of people who made resolutions maintain them.
Tamara Starks, freshman from Murray,
said she stuck with the usuals this year.
"I want to lose weigh t by eating
healthy and drinking water because I
have already booked a flight to see a
friend in Fort Lauderdale over Spring
Break," she said.
Resolutions are not for everyone but if
you decide to m!lke them this year,
remember: to make them for yourself and
no one else. After all, you are the one
who gets rewarded from it in the end.

Contact
Taylor
murraystate.edu.

at

ataylor2@

Caltlyn Droste, senior from Louisville. Ky., reads Jane Austen's 'Pride
Prejudice.' Droste said she resolves to read one book per week In 2010. '

Professor and student agree: organization is key
Jamie Booth
Staff writer
One week into the spring semester and students are busy adjusting
to new classes, professors and challenges. Many students are taking
time out of this hectic week to get
organized for what is to come.
Warren Edminster. director of
the Honors Program and professor
of English, said organization should
be a top priority for students, not
only for de-stressing but also for
achieving success.
..It's easy for life to become filled
with thousands of little things,"
Edminster said. "Organization lets
us focus on achieving what is
important to us, which leads to success. Students have so many thing
going on: class, study, work,
friends, organizations, residential
colleges, sports."
The faculty wants students to be
involved in non-class activities, he
said, but success in everything
requires organizing and prioritizing.
"ft is impossible to juggle everything without dropping something,'' he said. "Many students
struggle with organization."
Parents often do the organizing
before college, however students
can do several things to become
more organized. Edminster said.
His top two tips involve getting a

Courtney Cr<linf fhe

New~

Students can useplanners and Post·lt notes to keep themselves orqanlzed.
planner and starting a file management system.
A planner includes anything
from a paper calendar to an iPhone
used to keep track of exams and
due dates and even to create a
schedule for working on papers and
projects, he said. The file manage-

ment system is used to organize all
the materials from different classes
and activities.
Tara Cook. sophomore from
Edwardsville, Ill., said she uses
both tools to stay organized.
"I have a planner right now that
has calendar dates and a weekly

events portion," she said. "The calendar is useful because it's big aaJ
1 can see everything that I have
going on that month. I usc tAc
weekly calendar for class assignments and activities. I also hav~ a
binder for every dass."
•
Cook, a student amhassaJdr,
member of the GROW prograln,
Racer Band color guard mcmhh
and on-campus workl.•r. said org:,.
nization is important for the beginning of the semester.
She said everyone starts wor~··
ing about classes and finals towatd
the end of the year, but gctti(lg
organized now is less hectic.
•
"Organization makes college So
much less stressful,'' she said.
•
Lifeorganizers.com gives scve(al
tips for staying organized through·
out the new semester.
•
These include writing thints
down in a planner and calendar.
making "to-do" lists, organlziog
class work like notes and returned
assignments and keeping dorms
organizt:!d by labeling drawers and
keeping materials and books in
order.
"Organization allows a studc111
to become an independent, mature
person," Edminster said. ''"n1rough
organization you can takt• care pf
what is most important in yopr
life."
;

Contact Booth at jamie.booth@
murraystate.edu.
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Students gather to read, discuss Obama's memoir
'Robin Phelps

.•

Staff writer

: In 2005, a committee chose ''Dreams From
:My Father" as the Freshman Reading Experi:ence for Murray St:lte's 2006 incoming class.
: Later, in 2007, the senator of Illinois
:announced his entrance into the presidential
race.
In 2008 he was elected the first AfricanAmerican president.
• Now, the class that read President Barack
Obama's first memoir reflects on the trajectory
of these events.
' On Wednesday, Murray State's Department
of Communications held a book reading and
discussion in Hart Thoroughbrewed Cafe for
students to reminisce about the book.
University President Randy Dunn, speaker at
the event, said the book is extremely meaningful for the graduating class of 2010.
"It's great to have something that ties togethcr-smdcnts that are going to spend four years
together," Dunn said. "Even though we're not a
large campus, we still have a sizable freshman
class and this is a book that tics those students
from all over together. It becomes all the more
important."
Shelby Goodlad, junior from Franklin, Ky.,
participated in the discussion after Dunn read
and said she identitied with the book and Obama's visit to Kenya to discov~r his heritage
from his father.
· "(Obama) reflected on his past and I can
identify with that," Goodlad said. "My anceslors arc a part of me. Once I found out who I
am: 1 want to look at where [ came from as a

factor of who I am right now."
She said this concept directly applies to her
courses in elementary education.
"He wanted to inspire people and I want to
inspire students to help them live up to their
fullest potential." Goodlad said. "That's what
he was doing, It's helping people achieve their
dreams."
Though Goodlad is a junior who will graduate in 2011, she said she connects with the president's memoir.
"I wish that I came in a year earlier so I could
read that book," Goodlad said.
"He fulfilled exactly what he said he would
just years before he was elected," she said. "I
think it's an inspiration to that class."
Michael Windle, senior from Owensboro,
Ky., who will graduate in May. said he remembers the book and the 2008 presidential election.
While some were speculating about possible
ties to the Middle East because of his name,
Windle said he corrected peers and family
members because he knew Obama's history
through reading the book.
"I was setting them straight," Windle said.
After reading the book his freshman year,
Windle said he learned more about Obama he
never knew.
"I found out that he had a really seasoned
history in politics," Windle said. ·
I will probably read (the book) again because
the first time I read it he wasn't president and I
was forced to read it," Windle said. "If I read it
again it would have more significance for me."
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Students listen as Dunn discusses President Obama's memoir Wednesday night.

University President Randy Dunn reads from Barack Obama's memoir, 'Dreams From My Father' at a discussion
In Harfs Thorouohbrewed Caf~ Wednesday night.
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Movie Review

Latest 'Holmes' flick shows pulp sensibilities
: Assistant Features Ediror Cody
.Ar.1nt writes the movie reviews.
I

I

: When 1 was nine or ten years old,
11 got a paperback book full of
'ab ridged Sherlock Holmes short
stories. 1 was amazed. I read and
'reread those stories until the book
/ell apart, sparking an enduring love
,for the character.
On Christmas day, the highly
anticipated film "Sherlock Holmes•·
came out, and it did not d isappoint
Between 1887 and 1914, Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle penned 56 short stories and four novels starring the
great detective. According to
CNN.com. Holmes is the most •
widely used fict ional character in
history. One element that has made
the character so enduring is the latitude in interpretation writers are
,afforded. Holmes is a character that
can change with the times with
ease.
Robert Downey, Jr.'s interpretation brings a certain new look to the
character while remaining nigh religiously fa ithfu l to the original
canon. T he things one would
expect from a Sherlock Holmes
movie are in place; namely, Holmes'
deductive prowess and his long-suffering companion Dr. Watson (Jude
Law). However. there arc clements
to Downey's performance that
casual fans might not expect.
Downey's Holmes is disheveled.
His apartment is in a general state
of disarray. He tends to drive himself crazy when he is between
cases. He is a masterful fighter by
fighting smart, like th~: Batman. He
has a thing for cocaine. Believe it or
not, Holmes was a bit of a tortured
genius in the original canon. These
arc all facets of the character that
are ge'nerally downplayed, but they
'arc facets of Holmes all the same.
Even small dctails .in the film are
·'properly utilized. Holmes practices
his marksmanship by wr iting "V.R."
in the wall with bullets, a reference
to the Queen and Holmes' patriotism. Holmes frequently plays his
'violin, always from his knee, never
held traditionally. Holmes smokes
his pipe almost comically often.
These little touches arc a nice nod
to Holmes' portrayal in the original
canon.
The film's plot centers on a
scheme by the dastardly Lord
· ,&B
. lackwood (Mark Strong) to cheat

Four for you, Coco
ln a statement
addressed to the "People of Earth," Conan
O'Brien asked fans not
to feel sorry for him
concerning the recent
NBC
scheduling
d rama.
'
He remained classy,
citing the importance
Charlotte of "The Tonight
Kyle
Sh ow" legacy as the
Features Editor reason he would not
follow I ay Leno . at
12:05, a move he would truly consider !h,e
destruction of the 60·year franchise . .
He remained humorous, apologizing
for his hair: "It's always been that way."
He was honest, heartfelt an<! humble.
While I am not a regular Conan viewer, l try to catch him every so often.
,
I watch ed his first episode of "The
T onight Sh ow" and continued to tune in
whenever I remembered it was on.
.
Last night, I made it a priority to watch
Conan. When you know something will
end, especially sooner than it should, you
want to enjoy its last days.
• :.
Plus Zachary Levi was on, and I love.
Chuck Bartowski.
Apparently l was not alone. Since the.
rumors started about Leno rcturning,Jo
U:30, both Leno's and O'Brien's ratings
have improved.
·Both hosts have been very vocal about
NBC, neither appearing happy with the
very public situation they find them·
selves in.
' .. •
However, 1 find it difficult to sy~ea!
thize w ith Leno. Fans will say he did 'not
want to retire an d leave "The Tonigbt
Show," but O'Brle n signed the ~grcemcnt
six years ago.
• '•
Le no had six years to prepare for .tile
end of his run.
O'Brien had seven months to makc.hiS
dent in the franchise.
Maybe his ratings were not great, but it
takes time for shows to find their ground,
Leno struggled at the beginning, too, but
he w.as 1KiJ.:eD. the time needed •to
improve.
As ofWednesday night there is no official word on what will happen following
the Olympics, but I wish O'Brien, his
family and h is crew - all of whol]l
switched coasts to be a part of "11Jc
T onight Show" - the best of luck.
• >·
O'Brien asked for no sympathy, but ho
h as a number of supporters who look for- •
ward to his next gig.
ln the . mean time, I will continl(c
watching Conan's last shows, followed
by Craig Ferguson's show on CBS.
Though I may not be a late night tclc...
vision person, I've often found myself
watching Ferguson clips on YouTubc.:::
Last week he spent most of the slww:
talking to "How I Met Your Mother" sttll"
Jason Segel and I had to wipe tears"Ur•
laughter from my eyes as they cxchangea·
childhood stories.
: •'
Maybe, after Letterman retir·c~.:
O'Brien will find himself on CBS. Then l;
could watch O'Brien and Ferguson witli~
out having to change the channel.
That would be incredible, right?

Photo courtc~y of allmoviephoto.com.

'Could you_ maybe stop calling me 'my dear Watson' In front of people, Sherlock? It's... It'sjust getting weird. dude.'
death and assume control of the
world, and Holmes and Watson's
efforts to thwart him. Adventure
and a fantastic brom:mce ensue.
The. film is visually compelling.
Victorian England has been
painstakingly recreated , giving
everything a gaslight feel. Every·
thing is grungy, dingy and cast in
neutral tones. Color only comes
about in crucial moments for
emphasis.
A couple of times, a nifty visual
effect is used. Holmes analyzes a
fight, breaking down in exc.rudat·
ing detail exactly how he will strike
his opponent to optimally render
li.im inert. Holfues ven estlm:lte~
recovery times. Every strike is
shown in slow-motion while
Holmes narrates exactly what each
bl(>W is doing to his opponent's

.

body. Finally, when the opponent is
down, the movie cuts back to the
present, and Holmes executes his
maneuvers in real-time. Frankly, it's
just frcakin' sweet.
One of my favorite parts of the
movie was the score. composed by
Hans Zimmer ("The Dark Knight"),
As I mentioned earlier, Ho lmes
plays lh<' violin. A lot of the music
focuses on the instrument. The
music reflects the moods of the
scenes well. smooth and elegant for
calmer s~enes, chaotic and
screechy for others. A particularly
violent scene actually had very
calm music, and the dissonance
rt!ally "Shapetl tbtl'way th-e feeling of
the scene.
All in all, the film was excellent.
Immediately after it ended. I decid·
ed it was one of my new favorite

movies. The film offers an incredibly genuine look at a fascinating
character, and docs so within the
context of the original canon, w ritten 100 years ago. Perhaps most
telling, I plan to purchase the DVD.
That's right, I liked it so much, I'm
going to spend MORE money on it!
Contact Arant at cody.arant@
murr.1ystatc.cdu.
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Zero stars: save your casn
One star: Only if you're bored
Two stars: Wait for the rental
Three stars: See it immediately
Four stars: A future classic

Tllis week's new releases
mlall1e Tlesdly
Cis

ra ~

1

• Aziz Ansari - "Intimate Moments
for a Sensual Evening"
• Motion City Soundtrack - "My
Dinosaur Life"
• Spoon ., "Transference"

• "Pandorurll.
• -rhelnventlon of Lying"
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Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle@
murraystate.edu.
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Last Week's Solution

Create and solve rour
Sodoku PUZZles for FREE.
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